• Systems using context information: Mobile, Ubiquitous, Robots, WSN, Critical SoS in various application domains, Automotive, Mobile SW, Smart Cities, amnd many more….
• Self-adaptation + runtime behavior at post-deployment time is highly demanded…or just simply provide automatic updates of a new functionality
• Conventional SPL using static variability models are not enough The Story of the EPG-SPL
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• Top-down and Bottom-up requirements belonging to power plant operators, device designers, etc
• Extensive interviews and surveys to elicit the requirements • The design of the system and control solution produced a number of bottom-up requirements:
• Extended EPG Requirements
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• The EPG-SPL encompasses different operational modes (e.g., sleeping, warm stop, wake-up, start-up, boiler ignition.
• Sequential logic between these operational modes Realize EPG runtime requirements Runtime scenarios
• Runtime scenarios need a runtime environment to be executed
• MOTHER codes are used for handling the EPG-SPL runtime scenarios
• A repository includes runtime components for different EPG applications and type of power plants 
